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c. 1
x

Nglgjglylgfgl Division by a variable

EXAMPLE 2

Give the coefficient of each term in 5x4 - 7 x3 + x2 - x * 8

5; -7;1; -1; 8: Read the explanation above.

EXAMPLE 3

Name each polynomial according to degree and number of terms.

d. lr + 3l

Not a polynomial

a. l3x-j

I4sjseryl
b. 5;3

c'4ge9!9ry1
c. 6x2+llx-8

ag3q.uEl4te*sl
d. 5x4 + x7

Absolute value of a variable

First degree, two terms

Third degree, one term

Second degree, three terms

If your tet
of in writ

For Problt
If so, tell

l. irl -

). r''
g. 3

For Probl

I -t. J.r-

15. -t -

11. 4r)

19. -r''

For Probl
of terms.

21 . .rl

23. 5-tr

,-\. .r-

21. ,t

29. .r5

3l . Sra

a l r -- l

35. 5x

For Prob

31. Lir

39. Qu

11. Cu

43. Qu

45. Sir

S"r""tn-a"gr"" U Two terms (No special name for
seventh degree)

e. x3+x2*"r*1

CrUi" p"tyrr-i"t * Third degree (No special name
Ior lour terms)



trXERCllstr 5)'2

5-Z Nanles of Polvnomials

If your teacher prefers, part or all of this exercise may be done orally instead

of in writing.

For Problems I though 12, tell whether or not the expression is a polynomial.
lf so, tell why. If not, tell why not.

t7l

l. x't + 4x 2. x"-5x

9. 3 ll. lx + al

For Problems l3 through 20, give the coefficient of each term.

3. ,Y3

1x

,54. -{'-1 r
8.5

12. 2x

4
1--

-r

For Problems 21 through 36, name the polynomial by degree and by number

of terms.

21. -r2 + 3-r + 4
23. 5-r 

r

25. x) - '7

21. ,r

29. .rs

31. 8r1 + 7-rr

33. 2r3 + 5r2 * llx - I

35. 5x 't 2

For Problems 37 through 46, give an example of the polynomial described.

13. 3,rs + 2r3 - 4r -f 7

15. z3 - 5z) + 2z

17. 4r) * r
19. -tr-x*5

31 . Linear binomial

39. Quadratic trinomial

4l . Cubic trinomial

43. Quadratic monomial

45. Sixth-degree binomial

14. 5r4 - 3x2 -f 6r - 9

16. y5 + 4v2 - 3y

18. 322 + z

20. ca-c2+3

al -l -z.z-. 
^ - I

24. 5x2 - 8r + 17

26. 12

28. 4,r * 5

30. 2431x

32. 19-16 * 4x * l
34. J7-,r5+x3-x'l 9

36. 8-7x-6x2

38. Quadratic binomial

40. Linear monomial

42. Cubic binomial

44. Fourth-degree trinomial

46. Cubic polynomial with four terms
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For Problems 47 through 56, commute terms so that the polynomial is in
descending powers of .r. (See Section 5-1 for examples.)

47. 5x + 7x2 + 2

49. xs+x3-x7+lI
51. 2x3+x4-3-x
53. Txtxs-9x3+3x4+x2
55. 4s - x5

48. 6 -l 3x2 t 18.x

50. 4xlxa-x2-x3
52.5x7-2+x5-5x
54. x-t3tx2-5x3+2x4
56. 38 + .16

You can still
simply srand I

This can be sir

Combining likr

If you look at t

you should see
(r + 3). This fr

l. Multiply ea

2. Multiply ear

3. Combine lik

With practice, yc
question and the

MULTIPLYN

1. Multiply er

Z. Combine tl

Oltje:c'tivc:
Be able to multiplr
and the answer. if

57. The expression ;! is not a polynomial, since it involves division by
an expression containing a variable. For what value of x is the ex-
pression not equal to a real number? Explain.

Problems 58 through 6l review concepts and techniques from previous
sections.

58. Simplify 9(x + 7) - 8x,

59. Evaluate 14 - 2(4x + 7) if .x is -3,
60. Solve and check: 5(; + 3) = 7(x - 4).

61. Lawn Mowing Problem Moe Delaune, who can mow the lawn at a
rate of 10 square meters per minute, mows for x minutes. Dru Upp,
who can mow at 12 square meters per minute, joins Moe 7 minutes
after he started, and both mow the lawn together.
a. Write expressions in terms of x for the numbers of square meters

each has mowed.
b. How long has Moe been mowing:

i. when they have mowed a total of 202 square meters;
ii. when they have mowed lhe same number of square meters?

You know how to use the distributive properties to multiply a constant by
a binomial. For example,

4(x t 5)

=4'x+4,5
:4xt20.

suppose that instead of 4 times x * 5, you have another binomial times
(x * 5), such as

(x+3X;+5).

PRODUCT OF TWO BINOMIALS

TECHNIQUE



5ll Product of I'wo Binomials l7:l

You can still distribute (x * 3) the same way you did 4. Both expressions

simply stand for numbers! You get

Distribute!
_--<{,-\(x+3)(i+5)

:(x-f3)'x*(:r+3)'5.
This can be simplified by distributing x and 5, getting

x2 + 3x f 5x * 15.

Combining like terms gives

xr+8x+ 15.

If you look at the next-to-the-last step, above,

(x + 3)(x + 5): x2 + 3x + 5x + 15,

you should see that each term in x * 5 is multiplied by each term in
(r + 3). This fact gives a quick way to multiply two binomials'

1. Multiply each term b1a='=\
t.f - -ttti + 5.y : x2 - 5x .

2. Multiply each term bY 3.

t" + :fiT3): x2 * 5x -l- 3x * 15

3. Combine like terms.

(x+3Xx+5):x2+8x+15

With practice, you can combine the like terms mentally and write only the

question and the answer, like this:

(x + 3)(x + 5) : ;r2 + 8-r + 15'

TECHNIQUE

MULTIPLYING TWO BINOMIALS

1. Multiply each term of one binomial by each term of the other'

2. Combine the like terms.

Olrjcctivc
Be abie to multiply two binornials rTrrrt'ft1r', by rvriting only the question

and the answer, if possible.
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Cover the answers as you work these examples.

EXAMPLE I
Multiply (x + 7)(x + 2).

Think These Reasons

EXAMPLE ]

Multiply (.r -

(x - 7)(x

:x2-9x-
: t__uz:

EXAMPLE 6

Mulriply (3x -

(3x - 5)(4-r

: l2x2 + 3x

: ul__ut
EXAMPLE 7

Simplify (-r -

(x - 3)'

:(x-3X"-
: t]-- Jtl \

It is possible tc
a simple value
In Example 4,

(x

: (s)

a
--J

If you get the s

pressions are ec

(x+7)(x+2)
:x2+2x*7x*14

:x2+9x+14

EXAMPLE 2

y1,t1't1 (x + s)(; + 8)

(-r+5)(-r+8)
:x2+l3x-l 4o

EXAMPLE 3

Multiply (x - 3)(-r + 8).

(,r-3)(x+8)
:x2+8x-3x-24
:x2+5x-24

EXAMPLE 4

Multiply (x + 2)(x - l0).

(x+2)(x-10)
:x2-lox*2x-20
:x2-8x-20

Write the given expression.

Multiply each term in (x * 2) by each term
in (x + 7).

Combine like terms.

Write the given expression.

The middle term is 8x * 5-r. (Try doing this
in your head if you are brave!)

Write the given expression.

-3(x) is -3x and -3(8) is -2a.
Combine like terms.

Write the given expression.

x(-10) is -10"r and2(- 10) is -20.
Combine like terms (in your head, if
possible). Give the middle
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EXAMPLE 5

Multiply (x - 7)(x - e).

(x-7)(x-e)
=x2-9x-7x*63
= xt_Jftl-63.

EXAMPLE 6

Multiply (3x - 5)(ax + 1).

(3x-5)(ax+t)
:12x2*3x-20x-5
= 121:__lJt_l

EXAMPLE 7

Simplify (x - 3)'.

(x - 3)'

=(x-3)(x-3)
=x2-6x+g

(;r+2)(.r-10)
: (5x_7)

= -35

Write the given expression.

(-7)(-e) is +63.

Combine like terms (in your head, if
possible).

Write the given expression.

The first term is (3x)(4x), or l2x2

Combine like terms.

Write the given expression.

Definition of squaring

Multiply, and combine like terms.

It is possible to check your answers to this kind of problem by substituting
a simple value of x into both the original expression and into ih" unr*"r.
In Example 4, for instance, let x : 3.

<__ Same! -_>

x2-Bx-zo
-9-24-20
: -35

If you get the same answer for both, you can be reasonably sure the ex-
pressions are equivalent.

ORAL PRACTICE,

Give the middle term if these binomials are multiplied.
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EXAMPLES

i. (x + 3)(x + 7)

ii. (x - 4)(2x + 5)

iii. Qx - a)(zx + s)

iv. (x - 8)(x + 8)

A. (x + 2)(x + 5)

c. (x+7)6-a)
E. (x - l)(-r + 6)

G. (3x + 2)(x + 4)

L (3x - 5)(x - 2)

K. (4x - t)(3x - 2)

Answers
i. 10x
ii. -3x
iii. 7x
iv. 0

29. (4x + 3)(4

31. (2x - 7)(2

33. (2x - 7)(2

35. (x + 6)2

37. (x - 9)'

39. (3.r + 5)2

For Problems 41
the product by m
binomial and con

EXAMPLE

(x -t 3)(x2 - 5x

:x3-5x2+7t
:x3-2x2-gt

41. (x + 2)(x2-

43. (x - 3)(x2 -

45. (x + 5)(x2 -

47. (x - 6)(x2 -

49. (2x + 3)(3x:

For Problems 51 t
do this by associal

EXAMPLE

(.r + 5)("r + 2)(x -

: (.r * 5)(x2 - 4:

: ,{3 - 4x2 - l2tr

:.tr3+x2-32x

51. (x + 2)(x +

s3. (x - 5)(.r + :

55. (x + 6)(x - '.

57. (x - l)(x + |

59. (x - 2)(x - (

B. (x-3)@-a)
D. (x + 3)(-r - 8)

F. (x - 10)(x + i0)

H. (x + 5)(2x - 3)

J. (2x + 5)(3x + 4)

L. (5x - 2)(3x + 2)

For Problems I through 40, multiply the binomials. If possible, write

down only the given 6xpression and the answer, combining the middle

terms in your head. It is advisable for you to check your answers.

l. (x + 4Xx + 3)

3. (x+8Xx-5)
5. (x + 2)(x - 7)

7. (r - 4)(r + 7)

9. (s - 6)(s + 1)

11. (x - 8)(x - 4)

13. (x - r)(x - 2)

15. (2x + 3)(x + 4)

r7. (3x + 1)(x - 2)

t9. (x - s)(2x - r)

21. (;r + 4)(3x + 5)

23. (2x - 3)(4x + 3)

25. (5x + 4)(2x - 7)

27. (4x + 3)(4x + 3)

2. (x+7Xx+9)
4. (x + 6)(x - 2)

6. (-r + 3Xx - 9)

8. (b - 3)(b + 8)

10. (t - 5)(t + 2)

t2. (x - 7)(x - 6)

14. (x - 5X-r - 8)

16. (4x + 5)(x + 2)

18. (2x + r)@ - a)

20. (x - 3)(3x - 2)

22. (x + 5)(2x + 6)

24. (3x - 5)(2x + 3)

26. (7x + 5)(2x - a)

28. (5x + 2)(5x + 2)

EXE,RCISE,5-3



29. (4x + 3)(4x - 3)

31. (2x - 7)(2x - 7)

33. (2x - j)(2x + j)
35. (x + 6)2

37. (x - 9),

39. (3x + 5)2

EXAMPLE

(x+3)(x2-5x+7)
= x3 - 5x2 + 7x + 3x2 _ r5x + 2l
= r: -E_=_EL1_2!
41. (x + 2)(x2 + 3r + 5)

43. (x - 3)(x2 + 4x + 2)

45. (x + 5)(x2 - 2x + 3)

47. (x - 6)(x2 - 4x _ 5)

49. (2x + 3)(3x2 - 4x + 51

5.3 product of Two Binomials

30. (5x + 2)(5x - 2)

32. (3x - 7)(3x - 7)

34. (3x - 7)(3x + 7)

36, (x * 8)2

38. (x - 4)2

40. (4x - 5)2

42. (x+3)(xz+b+6)
44. (x - 2)(x2 + 5"r + 3)

46. (x + 4)(x2 - 3.r + 5)

48. (x - 5)(x2 - 4x - 6)

50. (3x - 2)(2x2 + 5x _ 4S

s2. (.r + 5)(.r + 4)(x + 3)

s4. (x - 2)(x + 6)("r + l)
s6. (x + 4)(x - Z)(x - 6)

58. (x - t)(x + 3Xx - 5)

60. (x - 3)(x - 7)(x - 2)

t77

For Problems 41 through 50 a binomial is multiplied by a trinomiar. Findrhe product by multiorying each r"; i; iir.^t ino-iul by each rerm in thebinomial and combining tile like terms.

ForProblems 51 through 60 you are to multiply threebinomials. you cando this by associating ina muttipfying t*o of them first.

EXAMPLE

(;r+5)(x+2)(x-6)
: (x * 5)(x, - 4x - 12)
: x3 - 4x2 - l2x + 5x2 _ 2ox _ 60
: ajfu: __32x_160

51. (x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4)
53. (.r - 5)(-r + 2)(x + t)
55. (x + 6)(x - 3)(.r - 5)

51. (x - t)(x + 2)(x - j)
s9. (x - 2)(x - 6)(x - 4)
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Problems 61 through 70 review skills previously learned'

61. Arrange in descending powers of x:7x - 3x2 + 4 - 8xs'

62. Name by degree and by number-of terms:

a. 6x5'+ 11; b. x3 + gx2 - 3x + 14; c' 9 - 3x'

63. Write an example of a linear monomial '

&. Write an example of a quadratic trinomial'

65. Tell whether or not these are polynomials. If so, tell why. If not, tell

why not.

a. xs+2 b.

66. Solve and check:4r
decimal places'

67. Simplify 3x - 8(4 - 2x).

68. Evaluate this absolute value expression 138 - zxlif x:23'
69. Evaluate -x2 1f x is 5.

70. Ice Worm Probhm An ice worm lives at the South Pole in a hole that

is 200 feet below the surface of the ice. The worm decides to come

out and see what the weather is like, so it starts slithering up at 3

feet per minute.

^. Define a variable for the number of minutes it has been slithering,

then write an expression for how far it has left to go to reach the

surface.
b. How far from the surface will it be after l7 minutes?

c. How long does it take the worm to get to a point 30 feet from the

surface?

For Problems 7l and 72, multiply the binomials the "long" way, by dis-

tributing twice, as shown at the beginning of this section.

(3x-5)(2x+a) 72. (4x - 3X2x + 5)

Check the answer to Problem 71 by substituting 3 for x in both the

original expression and in your answer.

Check the answer to Problem 72 by substituting 3 for x in both the

original expression and in your answer.

FACTORING QUADFTATIC TRINOMIALS

In the last section you learned how to multiply two binomials together.

For example,

l-5
i*-, c. J-8 d. x3-5x+1

: 3(7 - 5.r). Round off the answer to two

In this section '

quadratic trinoi
form, (x + 3X,

DEFINITION

FACTORINI
To factor a p
more factors.

()bjecrivr:
Given a quadrati,
into a product of

The way to factor
from in the multir
See the following

To find the factors

Then you look for
are

The 3 and 5 have i
inside each pair of

Cover the answers

EXAMPLE 1

I Factor x2 + 7x + l

71.

73.

74.


